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1 INT. ROOM - DAY

LISA - a normal women between 20 and 25, mid long black

hair - comes into the apartment. She goes to the sofa and

sits down. JAMES - a normal guy between 22 and 27, short

brown/black hair, dressed in jeans, a shirt and a jacket -

comes after Lisa into the apartment with a few travel

documents in his hand. James sits down and looks to the

travel documents. Lisa takes the Venice documents and

looks interested. James looks to the Paris documents and

looks interested. James put the documents on the bed and

goes to the balcony. Lisa puts also the documents at the

bed and goes also to the balcony.

JAMES

So what do you think?

LISA

I don’t know.

JAMES

What?

LISA

I said I don’t know yet.

Lisa looks thinking. James looks into the apartment to the

documents.

JAMES

Why not?

LISA

I’m just not sure.

JAMES

Come on, we don’t have much time.

Lisa moves towards the documents.

LISA

Just a minute.

Lisa sits on the sofa with the documents in her hand and

has that idea if they would spend half the time in Paris

and the other half in Venice it could work.

James moves towards Lisa and sits beside her.

JAMES

Well?

LISA

Well what?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

JAMES

What do you want to do?

LISA

How about trying this?

Lisa shows her plan to James. He looks sceptically to the

documents and sees that she could managed that they could

do both places in their holidays.

James laughs, goes to the fridge and opens a bottle of

sparkling wine and fill two glasses with it. He goes to

her and they clink their glasses to celebrate.


